EMBURSE GO PREMIER

The all-in-one
travel companion
app
When your employees are on the go, they need a mobile travel companion that makes their lives easier
and helps guide them. Juggling multiple supplier apps to manually piece together their itinerary is time
consuming and lowers productivity.
Emburse Go Premier gathers all of your travelers reservations into a user-friendly companion app to create
one single itinerary. It helps in pre-trip planning with useful destination information including health and
safety requirements and manages on-trip events such as restaurant, air, hotel reservations and ground
transport options. Instant access to flight alerts and local city guides as well as corporate travel benefits
and policy information keeps employees engaged and focused on business outcomes.

SIMPLIFY

CUSTOMIZE

Integrate all your
suppliers into one
single platform
to streamline your
travel program and
increases employee
satisfaction.
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Fully branded app
with built in travel
policies allow you
to share program
benefits within
company guidelines.

ENGAGE

Powerful in app
messaging capabilities
enable contextual
communication to keep
employees informed,
safe and supported.

Drive more value from every trip
Emburse Go Premier syncs with all of your suppliers including
OBT, TMC, and Duty of Care providers to streamline your processes
and minimize friction moving between apps to manage pre and on
trip events.
After booking a trip, all upcoming travel details load directly into the app
by PNR feed, emailing itineraries, or inputting manually. The messaging
center displays relevant information such as city guides, office locations,
visa, and health requirements to help travelers plan ahead.
Notifications nudge employees to adhere to policies (like booking
windows and selecting preferred vendors) to maximize travel ROI.
Duty of Care features help you monitor employee locations and
provide additional support in an emergency. Destination specific
tips like local music, restaurants and wellness activities keep them
engaged and delighted.

Tailored solutions
that grow with you
MAXIMIZE SAVINGS

Make it easy for travelers
to book with preferred
suppliers with negotiated
rates and leverage rebates
with program partners like
credit card or restaurants.
INCREASE ENGAGEMENT

High adoption of app and
policy because travelers
enjoy using it.
UTILIZE BEHAVIORAL
DATA

Leverage and collect
trip data to impact
travel program goals
like adoption, leakage
and sustainability.
CUSTOMIZED TO YOU

Build a corporate travel
experience that reflects
your organization and its
goals and values.
GLOBAL-READY
SOLUTIONS

Gathering backend data is most important. Emburse
Go enables us to understand where our people are
staying, what they are spending on, and what they
are doing during the trip.”
Raquel Hefferan, Director—Procurement Services and Strategic Travel
KPMG, US
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Multi-language support
and features like show
taxi driver let you share
drop off information in
your destination country’s
native language.

